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It is with great pleasure that we welcome you to BBR 2018 at the Questrom School of Business, Boston.
After a short lapse, this conference continues a tradition created by the Institute for Brands and Brand
Relationships uniting academics and practitioners around the study of these topics. This year’s
conference, titled “Branding, Reinvented” has a brand-new format that takes academic-practitioner
engagement to the next level. The goals of the conference are to:

•
•
•
•
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Engage practitioner perspectives to inform academic research
Inspire applied research and identification of practical problems
Showcase research that helps solve practitioner problems with academic insight and research
Spark collaborative development of informed academic research agenda
Engage dialogue on functional and strategic implications of the new data-driven,
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Guidelines
We come from many different countries and traditions but are united in the belief that knowledge is
created through a two-way exchange of ideas and experiences.
The effectiveness of the BBR 2018 will depend on collegial interactions among us. This will require a good
deal of care to ensure that our conduct is respectful, particularly because we are working with a number of
cultural norms. To avoid misunderstandings, we offer general guidelines for participants to clarify both the
standards and the obligations expected during these next few days.

Connect

•

It is a common practice in an academic setting, where people are learning together and from each
other, for participants to address each other, presenters, and staff by their first or given names.
This is not intended to be disrespectful or discourteous.

facebook.com/Brandrelationships

•

All members of this community are entitled to respect. All individuals are expected in their
communication to demonstrate respect for each person’s worth, dignity and capacity to contribute.

@BBRInstitute

•

If each of us makes an honest effort to ensure that we treat others with professional respect and
dignity, all of us will enjoy the maximum possible benefit from working and learning together.
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Susan Fournier

Patricia Hambrick

Patricia Hambrick is Faculty Lead of the Professional Evening M.B.A. Program

Susan Fournier is Professor of Marketing, Questrom Professor in
Management, and Senior Associate Dean for Faculty & Research at the
Questrom School of Business. Susan is credited with founding the brand
relationships sub-field in marketing and claims six best paper awards
to her credit, including the Long-Term Contribution Award in Consumer
Research and Emerald’s Citations of Excellence Award for the top 50
articles in Management. Susan maintains a portfolio of research that
explores the creation and capture of value through branding and brand
relationships. Current projects explore the links between brand strategy and shareholder value,
brand co-creation and consumer-generated advertising, the management of person-brands, the
power and process of brand parodies, metrics for brand strength and brand community health
measurement, attachment style effects on brand relationships, relationship dissolution, and the
lived experiences of brand flings, abusive marriages, and secret affairs.
.

as well as one of Questrom’s Marketing faculty. She teaches branding,
marketing management, and global marketing courses and consistently
earns top ratings from her full-time and evening students. In May 2017, she
received the Broderick Award for Faculty Contribution to Student Learning
and Experience. Patricia also founded the Hambrick Group, which develops
brand-building strategies—for Fortune 500 and early-stage companies—
that connect with consumers and result in growth. At Reebok, as Group
Vice President of Global Marketing, Patricia spearheaded the company’s Olympic efforts as well as
their acclaimed commitment to human rights. At Timberland, as global general manager of women’s
business, she increased sales four times after launching a product line designed specifically for women.
Patricia has been recognized with numerous industry awards, including Ad Age’s Most Influential
People in Marketing, Sporting Goods Business Woman of the Year, Women’s Sports 20 Most Influential
People, Sports Trend Magazine’s Top 100 Industry People, Sports Marketing Executive Marketing
Leadership Award, and Drug Store News’ New Product Introduction of the Year Award. A competitive
triathlete, marathoner, and sculler, Patricia has a B.S. in political science from University of California,
Berkeley, and an M.B.A. from Thunderbird School of Global Management.

Hope Jensen Schau
Professor of Marketing at University of Arizona
She earned her Ph.D., M.A. and M.B.A. from the University of California,
Irvine, and her B.S. from California State Long Beach. She has published
well-cited research on the impact of technology on marketplace
relationships, branding, identity-salient consumption practices, and
collaborative value creation. An award-winning instructor, she teaches
marketing management, managing marketing communications,
and social media marketing strategy in the Eller M.B.A. programs.
She is a popular visiting scholar at institutions across the globe, including the University of
Melbourne (Australia), the University of Hawaii, the University of Auckland (New Zealand), and
Fundaçäo Getúlio Vargas (Brazil). Her work has appeared in JM, JCR, Journal of Retailing, Journal
of Advertising, Journal of Public Policy and Marketing, among others. She serves on editorial review
boards for JCR and Consumption Markets and Culture.
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 23

THURSDAY, MAY 24, CONTINUED...

Reception
			The Hawthorne
			Boston, MA

10:00 – 10:55 am
Brand Relationship Management
			Research that informs
• Mansur Khamitov - Names Are the Mirrors of the Soul: The Role of
Possessive Brand Names in Brand Evaluations
• Min Zhao - To Trace is to Trust: Consumers’ Response to
Product Traceability
• Lura Forcum - Brands That Think and Feel: Changing Brand Mind
Perception through Action Identification
• Alex Blandina - Can You Hear Me Now? The Moderating Effects
of Procedural Justice Within Consumer-Brand Relationships

5:00 - 7:00 pm

THURSDAY, MAY 24
8:00 - 8:45 am
Registration and Breakfast
			Questrom Dining Room
			
Boston University Questrom School of Business
			
595 Commonwealth Ave, 4th floor, Boston, MA

			Breakout and discussion with Patricia Hambrick

8:45 - 9:00 am

Welcome!

9:00 – 9:45 am
		

Brand Resonance: Breaking through the Clutter
Research that informs
• Felicia Miller - Brand Meaning: An Empirical Analysis of What Makes a 		
Brand Meaningful
• Francisco Villarroel-Ordenes - Cutting through Content Clutter:
How Speech and Image Acts Drive Consumer Sharing of
Social Media Brand Messages
• Bikram Ghosh - Consumers Elicitation of Risk Preferences for
Experiences versus Gamble

10:55 – 11:00 am

BREAK

11:00 – 11:45 am
When Consumers Co-Create Brands
			Research that informs
• Eric Kennedy - Empowering co-creation: An Examination of the Factors
Leading to Consumer Co-Creation of Brand
• Kristen Lane - When Ignorance Is No Longer Bliss: Seeking Threatening
Information About Self-Relevant Brands
• Jessica Babin - Consumer Curation on Social Shopping Sites
			

Practitioner Response with Kim Donlan, CEO RedSwan5

11:45-12:15		
			

Moderated panel
Implications for Brand Relationships
• With Aaron Ahuvia, Francisco Guzman, Jennifer Escalas,
Joan Ball, Mansur Khamitov

			Practitioner Response with Robert Guay, GM DigitasLBi
9:45 – 10:00 am

BREAK

12:15 – 1:45 pm
LUNCH
			Questrom Dining Room
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Academic Presentation Abstracts

THURSDAY, MAY 24, CONTINUED...

Brand Resonance: Breaking Through the Clutter

1:45 – 2:45 pm		
Branding & Risk
			Academic presentations
• Susan Fournier and Shuba Srinvasan - Brand Risk Matters

Brand Meaning: An Empirical Analysis of What Makes a Brand Meaningful
Vanessa Constantine, Felicia M. Miller
What makes a brand meaningful to consumers? What are the elements of brand meaning that
drive brand performance? This research seeks to answer these questions using Havas Media’s
Meaningful Brands Index (MBI), a proprietary global metric the company has used since 2008
to help its clients understand the meaningfulness of their brand(s) relative to their competitors.
It is the first global framework to connect brands with human wellbeing. The MBI assesses three
dimensions of meaning, marketplace, personal, and collective benefits, to understand what matters
to consumers. In addition, this tool delivers data driven insights to fuel brand strategy and content
that people care about. Ultimately, it measures the value of the benefits brands bring to people’s
lives in business terms (e.g. share of wallet, purchase intent, price elasticity, etc.).

			Practitioner presentations
• Patrick Marrinan, Managing Principal Marketing Scenario Analytica
• Tim Powell, The Knowledge Agency
			

Breakout and discussion with Lura Forcum

2:45 – 3:00 pm

BREAK

3:00 – 3:55 pm
The Changing Face of the Brand Marketing
			Practitioner presentations
• Kim Borman, President and CEO Avenue Brands, KSV, Borman Consulting
• Natalie Nathanson, President Magnetude Consulting
• Jim Davey, EVP and CMO DXL GroupFb
			

Breakout and discussion with Joan Ball

3:55 – 4:00 pm

BREAK

Cutting through Content Clutter: How Speech and Image Acts Drive Consumer
Sharing of Social Media Brand Messages
Francisco Villarroel-Ordenes
Consumer-to-consumer brand message sharing is pivotal for effective social media marketing.
Even as companies join social media conversations and generate millions of brand messages,
it remains unclear what, how, and when brand messages stand out and prompt sharing by
consumers. With a conceptual extension of speech act theory, this study offers a granular
assessment of brands’ message intentions (i.e., assertive, expressive, or directive) and the effects
on consumer sharing. A text mining study of more than two years of Facebook posts and Twitter
tweets by well-known consumer brands empirically demonstrates the impacts of distinct message
intentions on consumers’ message sharing. Specifically, the use of rhetorical styles (alliteration and
repetitions) and cross-message compositions enhance consumer message sharing. As a further
extension, an image-based study demonstrates that the presence of visuals, or so-called image
acts, increases the ability to account for message sharing. The findings explicate brand message
sharing by consumers and thus offer guidance to content managers for developing more effective
conversational strategies in social media marketing.

4:00 – 4:55 pm
Big Data and Brand Marketing: Promise and Peril
			Academic presentations
• Monic Sun - Competitive Mobile Geo Targeting
• Artem Timoshenko - Identifying Customer Needs from
User-Generated content
			Practitioner presentation
• Mitch Brooks, Senior Director New Products Crimson Hexagon
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Breakout and discussion with Hope Schau

4:55 – 5:00 pm

CLOSING REMARKS

Consumers Elicitation of Risk Preferences for Experiences versus Gambles
Martin Reimann, Chinmai Basavaraj, Bikram Ghosh
We build on recent work in consumer psychology that postulate that the risk preferences for
everyday product experiences (e.g., choices of music songs) are fundamentally different from risk
preferences for monetary choices (i.e., choices of gambles). We use reference points to reflect risk
preferences under these two choice situations. Reference points are critical to understanding risk
preferences because they serve as the criterion against which possible outcomes are compared;
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outcomes are treated as losses whenever they fall below some reference point but as gains when
they exceed that reference point. In contrast to a typical “zero” reference point for choices on
money, reference points for choices of experiences are set at more extreme outcomes. People
when asked to recall typical instances of past experiences in positive and negative domains, in fact,
recall the most extreme positive and negative experiences they have had in those domains, and
these readily available memories offer convenient reference points. A novel functional Magnetic
Resonance data were collected from 46 adults during an experiment in which they had to make
five monetary choices (Games) and five experiential choices (Songs) in random order. They were
prompted to evaluate the two choice options, which always had a low variance choice (equal to a
risk-averse option) and a high-variance choice (equal to a risk seeking option). The high- and lowvariance options were identical in their expected value with a mean of zero. We use the resulting
data using recent development in deep learning. The study and analysis has implications to
analyze choice in other circumstances, namely, brand choice.

action identification by brands makes consumers see them as possessing humanlike minds.
Specifically, consumers attribute agentic human minds to the brand, making it seem more capable.
This leads to more positive evaluations of the brand and increased purchase intentions. In several
studies, we show that mind attribution to the brand mediates the relationship between action
identification level and outcomes such as brand attitudes and purchase intentions. We also show a
boundary condition on the proposed effect: when disliked brands seem to have human-like minds,
the relationship between mind attribution and brand attitudes and purchase intentions reverses.

Can You Hear Me Now? The Moderating Effects of Procedural Justice Within
Consumer-Brand Relationships
Alex Blandina
Consumer-brand relationships have led consumers to expect fair outcomes (i.e., distributive
justice) consistent with their relationship norms with a brand. Deviation from these norms
produced intuitive consequences such as a reduction of consumer loyalty and trust towards
the brand. Yet, 65-85% of consumers still counterintuitively defect to a brand’s competitor.
According to consumer respondents, aspects of procedural justice qualitatively appeared to
be major components that affected their attitudes towards brands. However, researchers have
underexamined the effect of this construct within relationship norms, producing an empirical gap.
In pursuit of filling this gap, three studies will be discussed. The first two studies examined how
consumer-brand relationships influenced the perception of procedural justice. Study 1 remained
consistent with previous research, depending on their relationship with a brand, participants’
loyalty and trust towards a brand was affected differently by distributive justice while procedural
justice affected participants similarly. Study 2 found that positive brand relationships were
associated with a larger change in loyalty and trust as perceptions of procedural justice increased
compared to negative relationships. To address the conflicting evidence of Study 1 and Study
2, Study 3 examined initial and post consumers’ expectations of consistent or inconsistent
procedural information in relation to their brand relationship to produce changes in consumer
loyalty and trust, conceptually replicating both Study 1 and Study 2. Inconsistent performance of
procedural justice resulted in no change in consumer loyalty and trust. Yet regular performance
of inconsistent procedural actions resulted in reduced consumer loyalty and trust within positive
brand relationships.

Brand Relationship Management
Names Are the Mirrors of the Soul: The Role of Possessive Brand Names in Brand Evaluations
Mansur Khamitov, Marina Puzakova
Drawing from psychological ownership and linguistics theories, we show that compared
to a non-possessive brand name, a possessive brand name leads to more favorable brand
evaluations and purchase intentions, which is mediated by greater attributions of identity-relevant
brand attributes and moderated by whether a brand name includes an identity marker.

To Trace is to Trust: Consumers’ Response to Product Traceability
Jing Wan, Pankaj Aggarwal, Min Zhao
As consumers become more conscious of and concerned with the ingredients that constitute their
products and how their purchases can impact the environment, they are paying more attention
to the origin of their products and the process by which these products are made. Traceability is
the ability to track activities in the supply chain to the origins of the product. The present paper
examines how merely labeling products as “traceable” to their origin can help brands establish
their transparency and build trust between consumers and brands. Across four experiments,
we find that in the presence of a traceable label, which gives consumers the option to retrieve
information about production origin online, consumers infer greater transparency of the production
process, more positive qualities about the brand even if the traced information was not new
information or was even slightly negative. Consumers place more trust in companies that employ
such labeling practices, despite the fact that the mere presence of traceability is not associated
with any specific ethical practice (unlike organic or fair trade).

When Consumers Co-Create Brands
Empowering co-creation: An examination of the factors leading to consumer
co-creation of brand
Eric Kennedy, Francisco Guzman, Robert Pavur
Through social media, and other forms of electronic communication, consumers have gained the
ability to influence and shape a brand. The activity where consumers and brands engage in this
mutually beneficial relationship is termed brand co-creation. Co-creation is the process where two
or more parties collaboratively interact to create value. This is particularly relevant today given that
38 percent of the general population consider themselves creators of content, while 75 percent of
consumers under 28 years of age share content online. This study thus explores why consumers

Brands That Think and Feel: Changing Brand Mind Perception through Action Identification
Lura Forcum, Kurt Gray
Brands have a variety of options for expressing their mission in marketing materials. Missions with low
action identification levels focus on mechanics (e.g., transporting passengers by plane), while higher
levels focus on motivations (e.g., changing the world). In this research, we show that high level
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engage with a brand to co-create. Through a series of five experiments with consumers aged 20 to
28, this paper tests the effects of the consumer-based motivational factors identified by Kennedy
and Guzmán (2016) independently to better understand which are more effective to empower
consumers to co-create with brands. Analyzing each factor (social, fun, brand commitment,
communication appeal, and value compatibility) expands the academic knowledge on brand
co-creation, and provides insights into why consumers co-create and which motivational factors
are more effective to empower consumers to co-create with brands.

Risk management is not a natural act for brand managers trained in astute execution of the 4 Ps,
and contemporary market factors make this more challenging still. With an increasingly polarized society, it is almost impossible for brands to remain untouched by ideologies. In addition, the
growth in digital advertising gives brand managers less control over advertising placement and
context, and the man- date to keep growing adds executional risk
The more exposed a brand is to brand risk, the more attention this topic will need in the
boardroom. To shift a company’s marketing philosophy toward risk, it is important to define
marketing competencies in a broader way, to be self-critical and to be proactive.

When Ignorance Is No Longer Bliss: Seeking Threatening Information About
Self-Relevant Brands
Kristen Lane, Jennifer Savary, Jesper Nielsen

Big Data and Brand Marketing: Promise and Peril

Research shows that people often avoid negative information, especially when it threatens
their mood or self-beliefs. We demonstrate the opposite: when negative information is about a
self-connected brand (i.e. brands with high self-brand connections) consumers seek negative
information about the brand, because addressing the potential identity threat overrides other
considerations. We discuss the implications for the brand and consumer-brand relationships,
emphasizing the role of self-discrepancy in shaping the brand story when consumers encounter
negative information about strongly self-connected brands.

Competitive Mobile Geo Targeting
Monic Sun
We investigate in a competitive setting the consequences of mobile geo targeting, the practice of
firms targeting consumers based on their real-time locations. A distinct market feature of mobile
geo targeting is that a consumer could travel across different locations for an offer that maximizes
his total utility. This mobile-deal seeking opportunity motivates firms to carefully balance
prices across locations to avoid intrafirm cannibalization, which in turn mitigates interfirm price
competition and prevents firms from going into a prisoner’s dilemma. As a result, a firm’s profit can
be higher under mobile geo targeting than under uniform or traditional targeted pricing. We extend
our model in three different directions: (a) a fraction of consumers are not aware of mobile offers
outside of their permanent locations, (b) mobile offers can be collected when consumers travel for
other reasons, and (c) firms use both permanent and real-time locations when setting prices. Our
findings have important managerial implications for marketers who are interested in optimizing
their mobile geo-targeting strategies.

Consumer Curation on Social Shopping Sites
Jessica Babin, John Hulland, and Keith Marion Smith
Consumers engage in online curation using branded items (e.g., product images) on social
shopping sites (i.e., sites that combine commerce and social media activities) in ways that can
have important implications for brands. Rather than simply being passive recipients of brand
stories created by firms, consumers are now active participants in co-creating brand stories by
combining brands and presenting them to others. We use behavioral data collected from two
groups on a popular social shopping site (Polyvore.com) and employ a clustering technique to
demonstrate that curating consumers are assembling different brands together, thus creating
implicit brand associations. By looking at consumer curation behavior on social shopping sites,
brand managers can better understand the ways in which their brands’ stories are being co-created
by consumers, and how other brands play a role in those stories.

Identifying Customer Needs from User-Generated Content
Artem Timoshenko
User-generated content (UGC), such as online reviews, social media and call-center data, provides
an opportunity to better identify customer needs for marketing strategy, product positioning
and new product development. However, established methods are neither efficient nor effective
for large UGC corpora because much content is non-informative and repetitive. We propose an
approach which combines machine learning to select the efficient content for review and human
judgement to formulate customer needs. We evaluate our method using a custom dataset
matching Amazon reviews for oral care products to the customer needs identified from the
experiential interviews by professional analysts. We show that (1) UGC is at least as valuable as
a source of customer needs than the conventional methods, and (2) machine-learning methods
improve efficiency of identifying customer needs from UGC.

Branding and Risk
Brand Risk Matters
Susan Fournier and Shuba Srinvasan
In an increasingly risky socio economic environment, management needs to proactively consider
brand related risks. To understand brands as tools for risk management, they need to understand
four types of brand risk: brand reputation risk, brand dilution risk, brand cannibalization risk and
brand stretch risk.
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Panelists and Practitioners

Mitch Brooks
Senior Director New Products Crimson Hexagon

2018
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Mitch has ten years of experience finding new ways to pull rich insights
from diverse sources of consumer data. He has worked at Crimson Hexagon
for six years, helping a wide variety of brands use social data to better
understand their consumers.

Aaron Ahuvia

Ahuvia Ph.D., is a Professor of Marketing at the University of MichiganDearborn College of Business. In 1993 he published the first major scientific
study on consumers’ love for products and brands, and since then has
become a recognized authority on brand love (for more information see
www.brandlovecentral.com). Aaron also studies the relationship between
materialism, income, and happiness. Much of his work is interdisciplinary
including the “usual suspect” disciplines psychology and sociology; but
also, in occasionally straying into philosophy, anthropology, literary theory,
artistic performance, and most recently evolutionary biology. His work has been published in Journal
of Marketing, the Journal of Consumer Research, the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, and
American Psychologist. He has been quoted in Time, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and has
appeared on popular radio and television shows such as The Oprah Winfrey Show.

Jim Davey
EVP and Chief Marketing Officer, DXL Group
Jim Davey is EVP and Chief Marketing Officer at The DXL Group, a men’s
specialty apparel company located in Canton, MA. Previously, Jim was VP
of Marketing for the Timberland brand where he oversaw all marketing
activities globally for Timberland’s footwear and apparel businesses. Prior to
that, Jim was Senior Vice-President of Marketing, Retail Development, and
Strategy for Nickelodeon & Viacom Consumer Products where he marketed
entertainment properties like South Park, Dora the Explorer and Spongebob
Squarepants. Before that, Jim held senior marketing positions with Polaroid and LEGO Systems, Inc.
Jim has a BA from Boston College and an MBA from the F.W. Olin Graduate School of Business at
Babson College.

Joan Ball

Joan Ball is an Associate Professor of Marketing in the Tobin College of
Business at St. John’s University in Queens, NY and Founder of WOMBLab,
a participatory action research and business service firm. Joan’s work
integrates service design, consumer behavior and systems research into
custom programs and processes that help impact leaders to build resilient
service ecosystems. Her research has been published in The Journal of Service
Marketing, The Journal of Service Theory and Practice, Touchpoint, Advances in
Consumer Research and the Journal of Creating Value, The International Journal
of Bank Marketing and Global Economics and Management Review. Joan earned her PhD in international
business management, an M.S. in organizational leadership and a B.A. in Economics. She has extensive
professional experience in public relations and marketing communications working directly with and
consulting for professional services firms.

Kim Donlan
CEO RedSwan5
Kim Donlan is the CEO of RedSwan5, a Boston agency pioneering dynamic
brand story development and experience. She leads brands on the precise
path to the #1 position. She spent her early marketing career developing
messaging and positioning for 10 of Boston’s top tech and consumer IPOs.
She was an early leader in interactive technology working with clients
like Braun, Reebok, DuPont and Siemens and was named top Woman in
Marketing Technology for the development of her web application, Perfect
Pitch. Kim is a seasoned entrepreneur and has served as the first marketing executive for VC backed
technology firms Demandware (acquired by Salesforce), OrderMotion (acquired by NetSuite) and
Prolify (DemoGod) winning a market leadership position for each firm while it was under her reign.
She served as the digital strategist and head of client relations for two Boston agencies working on
major initiatives for Harvard University’s Alumni Services, Nickelodeon, Esquire, Beyonce, Scholastic,
Macmillan, Pearson, and many, many VC backed start-ups. Kim completed her undergrad studies at
Northeastern University and receive a masters in media psychology from William James College.

Kim Borman
President and CEO Avenue Brands, KSV, Borman Consulting
Kim is a creative brand strategist who is known in the industry for her brand
building and development acumen. Kim has held senior executive positions
at several top advertising agencies in Chicago and Boston, as well as owned
her own creative boutique for several years. She has experience in both
private sector and non-profit marketing, having worked on clients like Bose
Corporation, AT&T, Arbella Insurance Group, athenahealth, JP Morgan
Chase, Irish International Immigrant Center (IIIC) and Tufts Health Plan. Kim
holds a BA from Brown University and a Master of Science in Advertising from the Medill School of
Journalism at Northwestern University.
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Jennifer Escalas

Patricia Hambrick

Patricia Hambrick is Faculty Lead of the Professional Evening M.B.A. Program

Jennifer Edson Escalas is an associate professor at the Owen Graduate School
of Management at Vanderbilt University. She received her BA in Spanish &
Linguistics, BA in Economics, and MBA from UCLA, while her PhD in Business
Administration is from Duke University, where Jim Bettman served as her
advisor and mentor. Jennifer was a member of the faculty at the University
of Arizona for eight years, before moving to Vanderbilt. She has published in
the Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Consumer Psychology, Journal of
Advertising, and Journal of Public Policy and Marketing. Jennifer has served as an
associate editor for the Journal of Consumer Research and received the Society of Consumer Psychology’s
Distinguished Service award for her work as the organization’s webmaster. She is a member of the
editorial review boards of the Journal of Consumer Research, Journal of Consumer Psychology and
Marketing Letters.

as well as one of Questrom’s Marketing faculty. She teaches branding,
marketing management, and global marketing courses and consistently
earns top ratings from her full-time and evening students. In May 2017, she
received the Broderick Award for Faculty Contribution to Student Learning
and Experience. Patricia also founded the Hambrick Group, which develops
brand-building strategies—for Fortune 500 and early-stage companies—that
connect with consumers and result in growth. At Reebok, as Group Vice
President of Global Marketing, Patricia spearheaded the company’s Olympic efforts as well as their
acclaimed commitment to human rights. At Timberland, as global general manager of women’s business,
she increased sales four times after launching a product line designed specifically for women. Patricia
has been recognized with numerous industry awards, including Ad Age’s Most Influential People in
Marketing, Sporting Goods Business Woman of the Year, Women’s Sports 20 Most Influential People, Sports
Trend Magazine’s Top 100 Industry People, Sports Marketing Executive Marketing Leadership Award, and
Drug Store News’ New Product Introduction of the Year Award. A competitive triathlete, marathoner, and
sculler, Patricia has a B.S. in political science from University of California, Berkeley, and an M.B.A. from
Thunderbird School of Global Management.

Lura Forcum

Lura Forcum is an assistant professor of marketing at Clemson University’s
College of Business. She holds a PhD in marketing from Indiana University
(Kelley School of Business). Professor Forcum studies the factors that lead
consumers to respond to brands and products as if they were people and the
outcomes of doing so. Her work appears in the Journal of Consumer Research
and Journal of Management as well as the SAGE Handbook of Memory and
has received awards from the Marketing Science Institute, the Academy of
Marketing Science / Mary Kay, and the Society for Marketing Advances.

Mansur Khamitov

Mansur Khamitov is a Ph.D. candidate in marketing at the Ivey Business
School, University of Western Ontario (Canada). His research stream focuses
on consumer information processing particularly in relation to branding
(brand relationships, brand transgressions, brand loyalty) and financial
decision-making (saving, gambling). Mansur’s research has been published
in the Journal of Consumer Psychology, Journal of Experimental Social Psychology,
Cognition, and Handbook of Strong Brands, Strong Relationships, as well as invited
for revision at Journal of Consumer Research and Journal of Consumer Psychology.
Mansur has been recognized as a 2017-18 Rising Star by the American Marketing Association’s
Consumer Behavior Special Interest Group. Prior to starting his Ph.D., he spent several years working
in fast-moving consumer goods and the pharmaceutical industry. His industry experience is mostly in
branding and marketing management, including work as a senior product manager at Polpharma and a
brand manager at Procter & Gamble, where he managed such brands as Oral-B, Blend-A-Med (Crest),
Camay, and Safeguard. Mansur has accepted a position as an Assistant Professor of Marketing at the
Nanyang Business School, Nanyang Technological University (NTU Singapore) starting summer 2018.

Robert Guay
GM DigitasLBi
Advertising, marketing and business strategy leader with experience managing
companies, people, clients and major projects. Specialties include Advertising,
Marketing Strategy, Sales enablement, Digital marketing and communications,
Web application, platform and content development, Mobile application
development, social media, CRM and Lifecycle management.

Francisco Guzmán

Francisco Guzmán (Ph.D, Universitat Ramon Llull-ESADE) is an Associate
Professor of Marketing and a Distinguished Teaching Professor at the
University of North Texas. His research focuses on branding and social
transformation. He studies the topics of brand co-creation, brand equity,
branding and sustainability, corporate social responsibility, public-private
collaborations, and political branding. His secondary research focus is on the
impact that culture and immigration has on branding strategies. His research
has been published in the Journal of International Marketing, Journal of Business
Research, European Journal of Marketing, Industrial Marketing Management, and Harvard Business Review
América Latina, among others. Francisco currently serves as co-editor in chief of the Journal of Product &
Brand Management.
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Patrick Marrinan
Managing Principal, Marketing Scenario Analytica
Patrick consults with numerous firms to improve their marketing process
and go-to-market strategies. He spent over 30 years as a global advertising
executive and business builder at BBDO, McCann Erickson and Young &
Rubicam. Boston College BA, NYU MBA.
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Natalie Nathanson
President Magnetude Consulting
With a passion for entrepreneurship and driving company growth in the
innovation economy, Magnetude Consulting was founded with a simple
goal: to even the B2B marketing playing field- to give companies with
limited in-house marketing capacity the ability to reap the same benefits
as the ‘big guys’. Given the rapid pace of change in marketing, clients come
to Magnetude to help do marketing the right way in today’s increasingly
complex environment. Magnetude provides fully outsourced or fractional
marketing department services to B2B tech-oriented SMBs, bringing in a team of marketers who
provide strategic and tactical support in areas such as content development, inbound marketing, digital
marketing, SEO, paid search, sales enablement, influencer & media relations, event marketing, channel
marketing, graphic design, and web development.
Magnetude’s clients span a range of solutions and business models including enterprise software,
SaaS, consulting and other professional and information services. Our tech industry expertise clusters
around cyber security, emerging and disruptive technologies, retail/e-commerce, data services, health
IT, and FinTech. We help our clients sell and market to a wide range of professional audiences including
enterprise IT roles, executive roles, and core enterprise business functions (Sales, Marketing,
HR, Finance).

Tim Powell
The Knowledge Agency
Tim runs The Knowledge Agency® (TKA), a management research and
consulting firm he founded. He is the developer of I-TRACK™, a brand
intelligence program installed at major CPG and pharma companies, and
the Brand Equity @ Risk™ (BE@R) valuation model. Yale BA, Yale MBA.

Hope Jensen Schau
Professor of Marketing at University of Arizona
She earned her Ph.D., M.A. and M.B.A. from the University of California,
Irvine, and her B.S. from California State Long Beach. She has published
well-cited research on the impact of technology on marketplace relationships,
branding, identity-salient consumption practices, and collaborative value
creation. An award-winning instructor, she teaches marketing management,
managing marketing communications, and social media marketing strategy
in the Eller M.B.A. programs. She is a popular visiting scholar at institutions
across the globe, including the University of Melbourne (Australia), the University of Hawaii, the
University of Auckland (New Zealand), and Fundaçäo Getúlio Vargas (Brazil). Her work has appeared
in JM, JCR, Journal of Retailing, Journal of Advertising, Journal of Public Policy and Marketing, among others.
She serves on editorial review boards for JCR and Consumption Markets and Culture.
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Thank you for joining BBR 2018.
See you next year!

